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Introduction: Objectives, methodology
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Background

Initiative undertaken in March-May 2018 to identify instances of 

academic research (dissertations and scholarly journals) citing 

material included in ProQuest historical collections products
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- Finding hope amid the ashes, Bart, Peter. Variety; Los Angeles Vol. 384, Iss. 5, (Sep 17-Sep 23, 2001): 1,3.
- PLANNING A SIEGE, Toumarkine, Doris. Film Journal International (Archive: 1996-2000); New York Vol. 101, Iss. 11, (Nov 
1, 1998): 8, 10, 12.
- Film, TV censorship eases, Latif, Baharudin. Variety; Los Angeles Vol. 364, Iss. 3, (Aug 19-25, 1996): 47.
- Cashing in on nat'l pastime, Groves, Don. Variety; Los Angeles Vol. 359, Iss. 7, (Jun 12, 1995): 42.
- Film: No bounce in spring's o'seas B.O, Groves, Don. Variety (Archive: 1905-2000); Los Angeles Vol. 359, Iss. 3, (May 15, 
1995): 28, 88.
- Multimedia lights fire Down Under, Woods, Mark. Variety; Los Angeles Vol. 359, Iss. 1, (May 1, 1995): OZ36.
- UIP rolls out 'True' action, Groves, Don. Variety; Los Angeles Vol. 358, Iss. 11, (Apr 17, 1995): 34.
- Vidgamers won't play by Hollywood's rules, Weiner, Rex. Variety; Los Angeles Vol. 358, Iss. 7, (Mar 20, 1995): 1.
- Helmers hear effective siren song, Weiner, Rex. Variety; Los Angeles Vol. 358, Iss. 6, (Mar 13, 1995): 10.
- Sons of 'Gun', Klady, Leonard. American Film; New York Vol. 15, Iss. 4, (Jan 1990): 10.
- Will Cannon Boom or Bust?, Friedman, Robert. American Film; New York Vol. 11, Iss. 9, (Jul 1986): 52.
- Samuels Launches Iron Eagle, 1st Film From $100 Mil. Fund, Lally, Kevin. The Film Journal; New York Vol. 89, Iss. 1, (Jan 1, 
1986): 18, 86.

Example dissertation citing multiple articles available in 
Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive



Objectives
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• Demonstrate and quantify the demand among researchers for the 
underlying content in our historical collections
– Value proposition for our collections is often that they contain rare and difficult-

to-access content; digital availability makes the material newly usable

– However, there is nonetheless already a large body of scholarly research that 
refers to this content (often in its analogue form) – offering concrete evidence of 
this will make our proposition more compelling

• Shine light on this use of the materials in their print format
– Much of the extant research citing this content predates our digitization of it

– Even when researchers have used our products, they often cite the original 
material without specifying the digital product

• Thus need to break down our products to constituent parts – seek references 
not to e.g. American Periodicals Series Online, but to individual serials from 
the collection



• Show the versatility and breadth of use cases for our products

• Evidence the cross-disciplinary applications of this material

• Assist identification of new product opportunities

• Offers insights into the types of research and the secondary subjects 

supported by certain publications / product disciplines
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Methodology

• The body of research analysed comprises the full-text 

dissertations and scholarly journal articles published from 2008 

to present in on the ProQuest platform

• This material queried for citations referencing material that is included 

in ProQuest’s historical collections

• Only citations formally extracted in the platform are queried -

allows for more accurate identification of actual uses of the 

content (this extraction has been performed routinely from 

2008 onwards)
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Product selection
• The main product focus for this analysis is historical periodicals and 

magazines

• Suited to accurate identification of the constituent content in citations – generally 
consistent naming format

• Some other products queried, but inconsistency in citation formats
precludes identification of the same volume of results

• For EEBO and DNSA searching the product name returns more reliable results than 
individual books/ items

• UK Parliamentary Papers search combined product name and some particular citation 
formats for parliamentary materials

• US Serial Set, History Vault, and Executive Branch Documents all required more 
targeted idiosyncratic searching, lacking conventional publication titles by which to 
search

• Can locate some examples but not full quantitative extent of references. Still value in offering 
examples of research, however
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Methodology – constructing search strings (1)
• In general, the searches queried citations of the original published version 

of the content – the objective of this research is to demonstrate research 

interest in the underlying publications and sources

• The typical search field used here was cited publication (exact) – cpub.X(“”).

Retrieves results that feature a citation for a publication in the precise format 

entered

• Usually, for databases that comprise multiple publications, every constituent 

publication was incorporated into the search, in the form cpub.X(“Example 

Journal 1” OR “Example Journal 2” [. . . ]).

• However, for certain databases comprising a very high number of 

publications (e.g. Periodicals Archive Online, American Periodicals), this was 

impracticable; in such cases, the top ten most used titles in a given database 

were selected for the search 
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9
Combined search string encompassing all search queries for each product 



Methodology – constructing search strings (2)

• To achieve a high degree of accuracy and to minimise false positives, 
some content omitted from the search string for some products

• E.g. in Art & Architecture Archive the title C: a Critical Visual Art Magazine
went through periods of being known as C Magazine and simply C – not 
sufficiently specific

• Title changes and variant forms of publication titles incorporated 
into search

• Trial and error process in constructing the most accurate/productive 

search strings – results sets spot-checked for any systemic problems 

and searches remodeled if necessary

• Cannot guarantee 100% accuracy – some false positives, but equally some 
bona fide citations will not have been picked up due to idiosyncrasies in some 
researchers’ citation formatting
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Products analysed

• American Periodicals

• Art & Architecture Archive

• British Periodicals

• The Country Life Archive

• Digital National Security Archive

• Early European Books Online 

• Education Magazine Archive

• Entertainment Industry Magazine 
Archive

• Executive Branch Documents

• The Harper’s Bazaar Archive

• History Vault
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• HNP: The Guardian & Observer

• HNP The Wall Street Journal

• HNP: The New York Times

• HNP: The Washington Post

• News, Policy & Politics Magazine Archive

• Periodicals Archive Online

• Religious Magazine Archive

• UK Parliamentary Papers

• US Serial Set

• The Vogue Archive

• Women’s Magazine Archive

• The Women’s Wear Daily Archive

Products highlighted red – historical periodicals and magazines – underwent additional, more detailed 
analysis of the subject areas of the research in which they were cited.



Results
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Summary: overall numbers

• During the period 2008-present 260,256 dissertations or scholarly 
articles on the ProQuest platform cited material from the products 
analysed*

• Of these, 125,256 were dissertations, and 135,000 were scholarly articles

• For context, PQDT Global has 912,904 full text dissertations published 
since 2008 – 14% of all dissertations cite some content from these 
products

• High proportion given (a) the number on non-humanities/social sciences 
dissertations in PQDT Global, (b) that not all publications were included in 
searches for some products, and (c) that some other products were excluded

• The publications citing this content span 357 subject areas

* Deduplicated examples where a publication cites material from more than one product
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Most cited products
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Most cited products

• Several caveats:

• Not all products directly comparable – different numbers of publications; 

some consist of material without a uniform, conventional citation format

• Material in Periodicals Archive Online by far the most cited (despite 

only selection of 10 of 773 titles being included). Attributable to:

• PAO being the only scholarly journal product included here - greater weight of 

usage for this content, rather than more specialist primary source material is 

predictable

• Overt cross-disciplinarity – journals span the humanities and social sciences, 

maximizing breadth of applications
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• British Periodicals and American Periodicals both have substantial 
numbers of citations, despite each only being represented by a 10-
journal sample (rather than their 490 and 1500 publications 
respectively)

• Extrapolating across all publications, British Periodicals and American 
Periodicals can confidently be regarded, with Periodicals Archive Online, as the 
most cited products in real terms

• Again, highly cross-disciplinary, large corpora of content with long 
chronological span, catering to heavily-studied topics (British and American 
history, culture, and society)

• Major HNP titles also score very highly, despite being single-title 

databases. Similarly multi-disciplinary; results reflect breadth of 
research applications for newspaper archives
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• Among the ostensibly discipline-specific resources, Education 

Magazine Archive has the highest count, by a distance

• Two titles in particular drive this: Education Week and School Library 

Journal. The former (newspaper format, printed 37 a year times since 

1981) is cited in 16,711 publications. The latter has 7,903 citations, 

explained in part by a large number of deep backfile (commenced 1954)

• News, Policy & Politics Magazine Archive content also frequently 

cited. Of 14,256 publications citing it, over 8,000 reference 

Newsweek
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• Identity of products with fewest citations is inevitable and 

uninstructive

• The four lowest-scoring (History Vault, Digital National Security Archive, 

Executive Branch Documents, US Serial Set) all comprise content with no single 

conventional citation format

• Among those products consisting of serial content (with a defined 

citation format), fashion magazine archives – Vogue, Women’s Wear 

Daily, Harper’s Bazaar – have modest numbers of citations (despite 

appetite for the digital products – c.f. excellent market performance of 

The Vogue Archive)
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Research subject areas supported
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Most common subject areas overall
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• 10 of the top-15 subjects are 
education-related

• After education subjects, 
other prevalent areas 
women’s studies and 
“American” topics (US 
history, literature, studies)

• Some subjects fracture into 
variant classification names 
(e.g. women’s studies, 
women,  gender studies, 
gender)
• Need to examine how 

the most granular 
subject terms roll up to 
larger categories to get 
a meaningful picture



Subject categories

• The following charts map the subjects of the research outputs to the 
categories of the ProQuest Wheel

• Innermost ring is for the broader subject categories (history, news, 
business, health, SciTech, interdisciplinary, literature, arts, social science) 
defined by the wheel

• Outer ring represents the original (most granular) subject areas 

• Middle ring rolls up the individual subject classifications to larger thematic 
groups (e.g. “secondary education”, “public schools” etc. are grouped as 
“education”) 

• Callout labels not added for the middle and outer rings due to space 
constraints, but shows the numbers of sub-groups and their relative size

• A significant majority (70%) fall into the social science category 
(unsurprising, with most historical products touching social scientific 
topics); driven by high score for “education”
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Subject categories: broad research areas
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Subject categories: social sciences

• The more granular middle ring classifications can be more easily 
viewed if we separate the data into social sciences and non-social 
sciences groups

• The social sciences chart is on the following slide

• There are 167 individual subject classifications here within the social 
sciences group, rolled up to 10 larger categories in the middle ring

• Demonstrates the disproportionate number of research outputs in 
the education subject area that cite these products – 58% of the 
social sciences dissertations/articles and composed of large number of 
education sub-categories

• Driven by very heavy citation of publications from Education Magazine 
Archive
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Subject categories: social sciences
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Subject categories: non-social sciences

• The next chart shows all non-social sciences categories

• Labels for the secondary categories in the middle ring are 

included

• As well as the predictable substantial proportion of items here in 

the high-level categories for history (21%), literature (15%), and 

arts (13%), there is also strong representation of categories that 

are less intuitive for these products – SciTech (16%), health 

(17%), business (9%)
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Subject categories: non-social sciences 
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Relative diversity of subjects

• Analysis of the subject classifications of the research outputs 

confirms that each of these products (even those that are 

ostensibly discipline-specific) support research in a wide variety 

of subject areas

• There is often – predictably – a correlation between the overall 

number of citations for a product and the number of subjects it 

serves

• We can also, however, identify the relative diversity of subject 

areas for each product – i.e. the level of variety in proportion to 

the overall number of subjects
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• The following graph plots cumulative share of the citations for 

each product against the top-40 subject classifications for each

• Moving along the x axis, you go through the top 40 (most 

prevalent) subject areas for each product and view the 

cumulative share of the product at each stage
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• AP: American Periodicals
• AAA: Art & Architecture Archive
• BP: British Periodicals
• CL: The Country Life Archive
• EIMA: Entertainment Industry 

Magazine Archive
• EMA: Education Magazine Archive
• Harper’s: The Harper’s Bazaar 

Archive
• NPPMA: 
• RMA: Religious Magazine Archive
• WMA: Women’s Magazine Archive
• Vogue: The Vogue Archive



• Products that show a high cumulative total early on (before tailing off 
and conforming to an average position) have a small core of key 
subject areas – e.g. Art & Architecture Archive, Country Life Archive

• A middling total early on followed by a sharper than average increase 
means that a product serves a somewhat larger core group of subject 
areas, but the later subject areas occupy only a relatively small 
share. Examples are The Vogue Archive, The Harper’s Bazaar Archive, 
and Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive. For Vogue, subject 
areas 1-40 account for 82.4% of research outputs; 41-100 represent 
only 17.6%

• A low, flat trajectory demonstrates the most even distribution 
between many subject areas. News, Policy & Politics Magazine 
Archive is the strongest example of this
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Some theories . . .
Small number of core subject areas – e.g. Art & Architecture 

Archive

• AAA titles still used in research across large number of subjects, but have 

a very direct application to certain key subjects and therefore show this 

skewing. Six subjects (out of 100) – art history, architecture, urban 

planning, design, fine arts, and art criticism – account for 41% of the 

research outputs.

• This data propitious to targeting closely those researchers/departments 

aligned with the core subjects here – demonstrates indispensability of 

this content in these areas
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Middling early total and fast increase (e.g. The Vogue Archive, The 
Harper’s Bazaar Archive, and Entertainment Industry Magazine 
Archive)

• The products in this category all comprise popular culture/fashion consumer 
titles where the “core” subject categories are often more fluid/diffuse

• For Vogue, for example, the top subject areas (art history, women’s studies, 
American studies, American history, design, American literature, gender 
studies, film studies, mass communications) could be grouped under umbrellas 
like arts, C20th history, gender, but they are split more evenly between more 
sub-groups than, for example, is the AAA research

• Notably, “fashion” is only the 11th most common subject area for research citing 
Vogue

• While these large subject types are more fractured for Vogue, there is a long 
tail after the top ~12 subjects, with relatively low numbers of publications 
spanning a large number of subjects
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Low line and even trajectory (e.g. News, Policy & Politics Magazine Archive)

• The top two subject areas for NPPMA (American history and political science) are 

intuitive, but followed by high-scoring secondary subject areas (women’s studies, 

American literature, communication)

• There are at least 100 publications for each of the top-100 subject areas – no long tail

• News, policy, and politics are areas that naturally flow into many related or 

subsidiary areas, such as international relations, law, economics, sustainability, etc.

• Yet many subjects represented that do not closely relate to these fields (e.g. film studies, 

rhetoric, music)

• Newsweek accounts for many of the citations, a publication that covers a broad range 

of content beyond news and politics (incl. arts) – this title will be driving much of the 

diversity of subject areas of the research outputs
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Core vs non-core subjects
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• For each of the historical periodical/magazine products analysed, the 
subject areas of the dissertations/articles citing them were assigned a 
designation of “primary”, “secondary”, or “tertiary” relevance to the 
product

• Primary subjects are those with direct, core relevance to the product (e.g. fine 
art / architecture for Art and Architecture Archive; film studies studies / music 
for Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive)

• Secondary subjects are not a direct fit, but have a natural interdisciplinary 
relevance (e.g. modern history, sociology for Women’s Magazine Archive). 
Broad definition – most humanities/social sciences subjects will be classed as 
secondary for these products

• Tertiary subjects are those that do not intuitively relate to a product (often 
scientific subjects). E.g. condensed matter physics for EIMA; psychoanalysis for 
Harper’s Bazaar
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• Overall, of the 131,129 publications citing these 

products, 57% are in a “primary” subject  area for 

the relevant product, but 40% are secondary and 

3% tertiary

• The 40% of applications for secondary subject 

areas demonstrates the strong cross-disciplinary 

nature of the products overall

• Secondary subjects, in fact, are more prevalent for all 

products except Education Magazine Archive and Art & 

Architecture Archive. The number is skewed 

particularly by the former with its very high number of 

primary subject instances
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Citations in primary subject areas
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Citations in secondary subject areas
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Citations in tertiary subject areas
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• For 58 of the 357 subject areas, the research 

cited publications from only from products with 

a primary connection to the subject area

• Of these 28 (48%) were education-related topics. As 

well as being heavily used, then, we can see that 

education titles are typically applied narrowly to 

research in education topics

• For 152 subjects, conversely, only content from 

products with a secondary connection to the 

subject was cited

• Major subject areas for which we do not have a 

dedicated thematic periodical archive are prominent 

here. E.g. 13 subjects relating to race/ethnicity, 

totalling 5227 instances
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Selected citations:

- The Arts: Who Needs Them? We All Do!

McCoy, Ann H. Delta Kappa Gamma Bulletin; Austin 

Vol. 73, Iss. 2,  (Jan 2007): 29-32. 

- Texas tragedy: No Hispanic child left behind?

Martinez, Tony P; Martinez, Alison P. The Education 

Digest; Ann Arbor Vol. 68, Iss. 2,  (Oct 2002): 35-40. 

- Exit Exams’ Effects On Teaching Studied

Gewertz, Catherine. Education Week; Bethesda 

Vol. 26, Iss. 27,  (Mar 14, 2007): 14. 

[Education Magazine Archive]

Example dissertation chiefly citing content from product with 
primary subject relevance:



• The 10 most prevalent secondary subjects
can mainly be assigned to three main 
categories – broad American studies, 
gender, and race/ethnic studies:

• Women’s Studies (2090), Studies (1973), 
American History (1752), African American 
Studies (1749), American Studies (1698), 
American Literature (1588), Humans (1278), 
Black Studies (1248), Gender Studies (1206), 
Ethnic Studies (980)

• Again, this reflects the prominence of 
these topics in broader 20th century 
history and culture, as well as their 
extensive coverage in our periodical 
archives 41

Citation: Correctional facilities: instituting domesticity [Grand 

Valley Institution for Women, Kitchener]

Macdonald, Marie-Paule. Canadian Architect Vol. 43, Iss. 11,  

(November 1998): 34-39. 

[Art and Architecture Archive]

Example dissertation chiefly citing content from 
product with secondary subject relevance:



• There are 32 subjects that have only tertiary 

connections to the products cited, many of 

which are STEM subjects. The five most 

prevalent are clinical psychology, astronomy, 

climate change, astrophysics, and stellar 

investigations

• Whilst a small proportion of the whole, the 

presence of these tertiary subjects discloses 

the flexible, broad applications of these 

products
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Citation: Brand, Stewart, “How Buildings Learn”, 

The Whole Earth Review, 83 (1994), 44-51

[News, Policy & Politics Magazine Archive]

Example dissertation chiefly citing content from 
product with tertiary subject relevance:
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This chart displays the dissertation / 
article subject areas featuring citations 
of content from the greatest number of 
products. All subjects with 8+ products 
shown here.

Again subjects relating to gender, 
race/ethnicity, and broad American 
studies topics are high scoring.



Summary of findings / applications
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• Demonstrable strong usage of the analogue forms of the content

from historical serial products

• Can be used as sales tool to convey content relevance and accentuate value 

proposition

• Availability of canned search strings allows for quick retrieval of compelling 

real examples of research using content from a given product

• Content from these products used in many different research 

subject areas, beyond the putative core subjects of the product 

(extending, in some cases, to STEM subjects); most products see 

more usage in secondary/tangential research subjects

• Offers opportunities to position products (with supporting evidence) to 

departments / researchers that may not previously have seemed a natural fit
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• Can quantify the relative applicability of a product for multiple 

departments – help customers to build constituency of departments 

to support purchase

• Some subjects (e.g. race/ethnicity) have high overall count, despite 

none of these products specifically addressing those topics. Suggests 

potential opportunity for dedicated serial archives in these areas

• The message remains that acquiring this content in digital form can 

only see usage increase further. Even in cases where the extent of 

research citing the analogue publication was relatively modest – like 

Vogue – we can see that digitization has released pent up demand 

(due to inaccessibility of archival print volumes)
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(Edit/crop photo to align within this space)
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